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Keep up to date with the latest news and events (/schools/government-society/departments/political-science-internationalstudies/events/index.aspx) from around the department and the wide-ranging projects our staff and students get involved with.
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Latest news
The Conversation: 'Chocolate King' Poroshenko wins Ukraine presidency but violence continues (http://theconversation.com/chocolateking-poroshenko-wins-ukraine-presidency-but-violence-continues-27203)
Written by Professor Stefan Wolff and Professor Tatyana Malyarenko (Professor of Public Administration at Donetsk State Management University).
With the outright victory of Petro Poroshenko in Ukraine's presidential elections on May 25 now confirmed, hopes are running high for a new beginning
that will deliver a swift way out of a protracted crisis.
Monday 26th May 2014

The Conversation: Whoever wins Ukraine election faces an uncertain mandate and no easy path to peace
(http://theconversation.com/whoever-wins-ukraine-election-faces-an-uncertain-mandate-and-no-easy-path-to-peace-27145)
Written by Professor Stefan Wolff and Professor Tatyana Malyarenko (Professor of Public Administration at Donetsk State Management University). The
presidential elections in Ukraine on May 25 were meant to offer the country the beginning of a way out of a protracted crisis. Some of the signs were
quite positive. Presidential candidates were stressing the need for unity and dialogue. Ukraine's richest man, Rinat Akhmetov, a powerful tycoon based
in eastern Ukraine, took a strong public stance against the separatists there.
Sunday 25th May 2014

The Conversation: London aside, Farage's UKIP now has its imprint on England (http://theconversation.com/london-aside-farages-ukipnow-has-its-imprint-on-england-27131)
Written by Chris Game. You'll be expecting, understandably, UKIP stuff – and there will be, but later. These were elections to determine the political and
policy control of 161 English local authorities. Working for a department known in the wider world as the Institute of Local Government Studies, it would
be inappropriate for me not to look first at those councils where we know control has changed hands, none of which directly involve UKIP – almost
inevitably, given its almost baseline starting point.
Friday 23rd May 2014

Saving Humans blog: Building "A Spiral of Trust" through GRIT (http://savinghumans.org/2014/05/21/building-a-spiral-of-trust-through-grit/)
Written by Professor Nicholas J. Wheeler. Our last blog explored how peaceful/defensive self-images and ideological fundamentalist beliefs can generate
security competition, even between states with peaceful motives and intentions. How, then, might a spiral of distrust be substituted for a 'spiral of trust'.
Friday 23rd May 2014

Saving Humans blog: 'Frame-Breaking Conciliatory Moves between Enemies' (http://savinghumans.org/2014/05/22/frame-breakingconciliatory-moves-between-enemies/)
Written by Professor Nicholas J. Wheeler. The Red October vignette is the stuff of fiction and Hollywood, and the question is whether it has any
relevance to building trust in the contemporary world. Kupchan used the story to argue in his book that it was dramatic, frame-breaking moves of this
kind that are necessary for adversaries to begin a process of diplomatic accommodation, but the cases he discussed in the second part of his book
(especially the Anglo-American rapprochement in the late 19th Century) provide little evidence for this claim.
Friday 23rd May 2014

The Conversation: Labour should be the biggest local winner – this year anyway (http://theconversation.com/labour-should-be-the-biggestlocal-winner-this-year-anyway-27038)
Written by Chris Game. Two countries have synchronised their EU election and local election dates this cycle: Greece and parts of the UK (England and
Northern Ireland).
Thursday 22nd May 2014

Blog: Notes on the 'Worthless Dowry' of Soviet Industrial Modernity (http://creesbham.blogspot.co.uk/2014/05/notes-on-worthless-dowry-ofsoviet.html)
Written by Dr Jeremy Morris. The monotown, or 'town-forming enterprise', was, and remains a key organisation of urban space in the former Soviet
Union. Bound up with such a specifically socialist-conception of space is a host of social and cultural signifiers relating to class, kinship, social
networks, local identity, and more.
Wednesday 21st May 2014

Saving Humans blog: Psychological Drivers of Distrust Between Adversaries (http://savinghumans.org/2014/05/20/psychological-drivers-ofdistrust-between-adversaries/)
Written by Professor Nicholas J. Wheeler. I concluded yesterday's blog by suggesting that perhaps our values and beliefs lead us astray when it comes
to thinking about the possibilities for building trust in International politics. I want to pursue this theme today by exploring two key beliefs that promote
distrust, and hence fuel security competition.

Tuesday 20th May 2014

Saving Humans blog: Trust as a Path to De-Escalation and Frame-Breaking in International Politics
(http://savinghumans.org/2014/05/19/trust-as-a-path-to-de-escalation-and-frame-breaking-in-international-politics/)
Written by Professor Nicholas J. Wheeler. 'There is little room for trust among states', so wrote the Chicago based professor of International Relations,
John Mearsheimer, in his 2001 opus, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics. Trust, Mearsheimer argued, is virtually impossible because states coexist in
a condition of international anarchy (defined in the field of International Relations as the absence of a global government) that generates a perpetual
competition for security.
Tuesday 20th May 2014

Blog: Could Russia Repeat a Ukraine Scenario in Belarus? (http://creesbham.blogspot.co.uk/2014/05/could-russia-repeat-ukraine-scenarioin.html)
Written by Dr Matthew Frear. Russia's intervention in Ukraine has often been justified in terms of defending the interests of ethnic Russians. According
to the 2009 national census, almost 800,000 Russians live in Belarus – 8.3% of the population. As the titular nationality, Belarusians are actually in
quite a strong position – ethnic Belarusians make up a larger proportion of the population of Belarus than Ukrainians do in Ukraine or Russians do in the
Russian Federation.
Monday 19th May 2014

MA Studentship at the Institute for German Studies, University of Birmingham (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/institutegerman-studies/courses/index.aspx)
The Institute for German Studies at the University of Birmingham is seeking to support a one-year MA studentship in the context of the DAAD-funded
project: Weltanschauungen: The German Past and the Contemporary World.
Thursday 15th May 2014

University of Birmingham and IPEG workshop: Global Economic Crisis - Which economy and what crisis? An exploration of alternative
frameworks (/schools/government-society/departments/political-science-international-studies/news/2014/05/global-economic-crisis.aspx)
This workshop (Wednesday 02 April 2014) was set up with the aim of facilitating discussion across different critical approaches to political economy, to
develop and clarify the conceptual assumptions that alternative positions have and hence to sharpen our understanding of similarities and substantive
differences. The aim was to initiate a research project that moved beyond the current situation of 'parallel conversations' and begins a more systematic
understanding and synthesis of political economic approaches to the global financial crisis.
Tuesday 13th May 2014

Blog: Can the CIS Survive the Ukraine Crisis? (http://creesbham.blogspot.co.uk/2014/05/can-cis-survive-ukraine-crisis.html)
Written by Dr Rilka Dragneva. The death of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) has been foretold many times during its history of (now)
more than 20 years. Dissatisfaction with its weak and confusing institutional structure and a failure to promote effective regional integration has become
an almost permanent background to its existence. Despite the remarkable resilience of the CIS, there are several signs suggesting that the current
crisis is more fundamental and extreme than previous shake-ups.
Monday 12th May 2014

The Conversation: Ukraine separatists engaged in high-risk game as they press on with referendum plan
(http://theconversation.com/ukraine-separatists-engaged-in-high-risk-game-as-they-press-on-with-referendum-plan-26279)
Written by Professor Stefan Wolff and Professor Tatyana Malyarenko (Professor of Public Administration at Donetsk State Management University).
Vladimir Putin's statements giving qualified support for presidential elections in Ukraine on May 25, calling on separatists in eastern Ukraine to postpone
their planned referendums and announcing a pull-back of troops from Ukraine's border, has been greeted with scepticism in Kiev, Brussels, London and
Washington.
Friday 9th May 2014

POLSIS Seminar Series 2013-14 (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/government-society/departments/political-science-internationalstudies/events/seminar-series/2013-14/index.aspx)
POLSIS hosts a number of seminars throughout the year which focuses on a number of different topics. Listen to the latest podcasts from our recent
events.
Tuesday 29th April 2014

2nd Public Service Academy Speed Networking Employability Event (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/socialpolicy/departments/applied-social-studies/news-and-events/2014/04/psa-speed-networking-employability-event.aspx)
The Schools of Government and Society and Social Policy, in conjunction with the Public Service Academy (PSA) and the College of Social Science
Careers Network, held its second employability event on 26 February 2014.
Monday 28th April 2014

Saving Humans Blog: When facing down Putin, don't let him choose your ground (http://savinghumans.org/2014/04/28/when-facing-downputin-dont-let-him-choose-your-ground/)
Written by Dr Adam Quinn. American presidents often grow to enjoy foreign-policymaking more than the domestic kind as their time in office goes on.
One reason is that they find that the comparative lack of interest it holds for both Congress and the general public allows them scope to make decisions

with less need to bend to short-term political pressure. Sometimes, however, events come together in such a way as to thrust foreign policy into the
spotlight of the 24-hour news cameras, as they did in Ukraine in February with the overthrow by popular uprising of President Viktor Yanukovych.
Monday 28th April 2014

The Conversation: With Geneva deal dead Ukraine could be pivotal moment for international relations (http://theconversation.com/all-eyeson-russia-as-ukraine-hurtles-towards-civil-war-25400)
Written by Professor Stefan Wolff and Professor Tatyana Malyarenko (Professor of Public Administration at Donetsk State Management University). The
Geneva Agreement appears to be dead in the water. Achieved only a week ago, it was widely considered a surprising breakthrough, albeit one which
offered major concessions to Russia.
Friday 25th April 2014

50 faces of CREES #52 - Paul Barton, B.Com (Russian Studies) 1964-67 (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/governmentsociety/departments/russian-east-european-studies/50-anniversary/profiles/paul-barton.aspx)
When I arrived in 1964, the Social Sciences buildings were very new. I returned in 1999, when my daughter was visiting potential universities, and it
looked very down-at-heel. One of the great advantages of CREES was having our own library, which served as both a study area and a social centre - a
common room of sorts - where students from all the years mixed and chatted.
Thursday 24th April 2014

Blog: Should I stay or should I go? Why the UK should stay out of the Crimea issue (http://polsis.org/2014/04/17/should-i-stay-or-should-i-gowhy-the-uk-should-stay-out-of-the-crimea-issue/)
Iván Farías, Doctoral Researcher in the Department of Political Science and International Studies argues why the UK should stay out of the Crimea
issue.
Thursday 24th April 2014
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